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What are ways you can strengthen your relationship and 
connection to Jesus? 
 
 
2 Timothy 3:5 says that people will have a form of 
godliness but deny its power. How do we know if we are 
denying its power? 
 
 
What spiritual discipline helped you connect the most 
with God? Why? Which one was least helpful? Why? 
 
 
When you were a teenager/young adult, who were the 
people who impacted your faith journey? How did they 
impact you? 
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Florida(Hospital(Church(
8/8/15(
Talk(With(Jesus(
Greg(Creek(
(
(

I(want(to(thank(our(host,(our(band,(our(tech(team,(all(of(our(backstage/behind(the(
scenes(people(who(are(working(to(create(an(atmosphere(where(we(can(worship.(My(name(
is(Greg(Creek,(I’m(the(Youth(and(Young(Adult(pastor(here(at(Florida(Hospital(Church.(
(
( Today(I’m(going(to(address(a(problem(that(is(facing(Christendom(at(large,(especially(
here(in(the(United(States.(Some(might(wonder(how(this(problem(applies(to(everyone.(As(
you(sit(here(today,(listen(online,(or(watch(the(archive(you(might(be(tempted(to(think,(“this(
really(isn’t(for(me.”(I(can(assure(you,(this(is(not(the(case.((
(
( So(here(it(is:(young(people(are(leaving(organized(religion,(what(some(people(call(
church,(but(more(troubling,(they(are(walking(away(from(a(relationship(with(Jesus.(To(be(
more(specific,(these(are(the(demographics((millennials/mosaics(1984S2002;(
Busters/Generation(X—1965S1983;(Boomers(1946S1964;(Elders/Greatest(
Generation/Builders—born(prior(to(1946)((
(

As(a(youth(pastor(this(is(troubling.(And(you(might(be(tempted(to(think(this(is(my(
problem.(You(might(be(tempted(to(think(this(is(a(parental(problem.(You(might(be(tempted(
to(think(I(should(get(with(the(parents(and(solve(this(problem(and(leave(our(large(gatherings(
for(large(gathering(problems;(problems(that(apply(to(everyone.(This(series,(today’s(message,(
has(been(shaped(by(my(role(as(a(youth(pastor,(and(my(study(of(trends(in(Christianity(for(
young(people.(But(this(problem(goes(far(beyond(our(young(people.((
(

I(don’t(think(young(people(walking(away(from(faith(is(the(problem.(Let(that(sink(in(
for(a(second.(I(think(it(is(a(symptom(of(a(deeper,(underlying(problem,(a(large(gathering(
problem(if(you(will.(I(don’t(think(this(problem(is(solved(by(talking(to(parents.(I(think(we(are(
all(part(of(the(problem(and,(praise(God,(we(are(all(part(of(the(solution.((
( (
( I’m(a(big(fan(of(statistics(and(research(so(you’ll(be(getting(some(of(that(today.(Some(
of(it(comes(from(the(National(Study(of(Youth(and(Religion.(This(study(conducted(thousands(
of(interviews(across(the(United(States(over(a(period(of(years(to(understand(how(faith(
intersected(in(the(lives(of(young(people.(Some(of(the(other(research(comes(from(David(
Kinnaman(via(the(Barna(Group.((
(

So(what(exactly(are(we(dealing(with?((
(

• Teenagers(are(some(of(the(most(religiously(active(Americans;(American(
twentysomethings(are(the(least(religiously(active.(((

• 59%(of(young(people(with(a(Christian(background(report(that(they(had(or(
have(“dropped(out(of(attending(church,(after(going(regularly.”((



• Young(people(today(are(less(likely(to(return(to(church(later,(even(when(they(
become(parents.(

(
Some(people(look(at(this(and(say(we(just(need(to(do(a(better(job(at(keeping(these(

kids(in(that(transition(space(between(high(school(and(college.(And(for(years,(many(churches(
did(just(that.(They(built(massive(young(adult(programs,(events,(and(resources(to(match(the(
high(school(ministry.(It(had(no(effect.(

(
Part(of(the(problem(is(that(many(millennials(said(that(leaving(the(church(was(less(an(

intentional(choice(and(more(of(a(slow(fade,(a(period(of(increasing(detachment(that(took(
many(months(or(years.(So(even(during(the(period(of(ramped(up(ministries(for(these(age(
groups,(they(were(still(moving(away(from(faith.(How(does(this(happen?((

(
Paul(wrote(several(letters(to(Timothy(to(guide(and(instruct(him(in(his(ministry.(In(

one(of(the(letters(Paul(states(that(closer(to(the(time(of(Christ’s(return(people(will(have(a(
form(of(godliness(but(deny(its(power.((2(Tim(3:5a)(If(we(were(to(translate(that(to(today(it(
might(read,(“They’ll(sing(‘This(is(Amazing(Grace’(with(some(gusto,(but(really,(it(won’t(be(
practiced(in(their(life.”((

(
I(think(part(of(the(reason(we(see(so(many(people(walking(away(from(church,(and(

from(God,(is(because(we(have(a(form(of(godliness,(but(we(lack(its(power.(I(don’t(think(young(
people(walking(away(from(the(faith(is(the(problem(because(we’ve(handed(them(a(faith(that(
is(weak(and(feeble.(They’re(walking(away(from(a(watered(down(imitation(of(the(real(thing.(
Research(seems(to(agree.(

(
In(the(NSYR(the(researchers(stumbled(upon,(to(a(certain(extent,(a(new(religion.(They(

dubbed(it(Moralistic(Therapeutic(Deism.(They(would(say(the(creed(would(go(something(like(
this(

• A(God(exists(who(created(and(orders(the(world(and(watches(over(human(life(
on(earth.(

• God(wants(people(to(be(good,(nice,(and(fair(to(each(other,(as(taught(in(the(
Bible(and(by(most(world(religions.(

• The(central(goal(of(life(is(to(be(happy(and(to(feel(good(about(oneself.(
• God(does(not(need(to(be(particularly(involved(in(one’s(life(except(when(God(is(

needed(to(resolve(a(problem.(
• Good(people(go(to(heaven(when(they(die.((

(
Now,(looking(at(each(one(of(these(individually,(or(even(together,(it(doesn’t(really(

seem(like(an(entirely(bad(thing.(Does(God(want(us(to(be(unhappy?(I(don’t(think(so.(But(
behind(each(of(these(points,(the(nuts(and(bolts(if(you(will,(is(what(is(really(troubling.((

(
God(is(just(up(in(heaven(doing(his(own(thing(and(should(really(only(intervene(if(I(

have(a(problem.(Also,(the(problem(is(rarely(me.(If(I(have(a(problem(at(school(it’s(because(my(
teacher(is(a(jerk,(not(because(my(attitude(is(deplorable.(God(solving(my(problem(is(not(
helping(my(attitude(but(firing(my(teacher.(I(only(need(to(be(good,(nice(and(fair(as(long(as(



those(people(are(doing(the(same(to(me.(If(not,(all(bets(are(off.(God(wants(me(to(be(happy(
and(to(feel(good.(What(would(make(me(happy(and(to(feel(good(is(to(get(the(new(iPhone(6s(
that(will(most(likely(come(out(next(month.(God(really(wants(me(to(get(the(new(iPhone(
because(it(will(make(me(happy.(And,(because(I’m(basically(happy,(it(means(God(is(watching(
over(me(which(means(I’ll(go(to(heaven(even(though(I’ve(treated(others(deplorably,(often(in(
the(name(of(my(happiness…I(mean(God.(Moralistic(Therapeutic(Deism(looks(nothing(like(
historical(Christianity.((

(
According(to(Barna,(part(of(the(reason(Moralistic(Therapeutic(Deism(is(on(the(rise(is(

because(the(knowledge(of(scripture,(doctrine,(and(church(is(poor(among(most(Christians,(
not(just(young(adult(believers.(I(agree(with(that(statement,(but(I(want(to(unpack(it(a(little(bit.(
I(don’t(want(us(to(walk(out(of(here(thinking(the(way(we(solve(the(dropout(problem(is(by(
hammering(more(knowledge(into(our(young(people.(While(I(do(think(that(our(knowledge(is(
limited,(I(think(we(are(deficient(in(our(relationship(with(God.(I(don’t(think(being(able(to(
memorize(portions(of(scripture(or(recite(doctrine(will(solve(the(problem.(I(think(knowing(
Jesus(better(will(solve(the(problem.(

(
Our(church(recently(finished(a(series(called(12(Months(To(Grow(where(we(covered(a(

spiritual(discipline(each(month(for(a(year.(If(we(approach(the(spiritual(disciplines(as(a(way(
to(get(to(heaven,(or(a(way(to(be(better(Christians,(we’re(missing(the(point.(The(spiritual(
disciplines(should(be(treated(like(tools(we(use(to(know(Jesus(better.(The(Bible(is(pretty(
clear(we(can’t(earn(our(way(to(heaven.(Heaven(is(about(relationship.(I(think(scripture(and(
doctrine(can(help(us(know(Jesus(better.((

(
I(think(that,(again,(in(Christendom(at(large,(slowly,(over(time,(we’ve(lost(our(

connection(to(Jesus.(That(lost(connection(has(been(transferred(to(our(young(people,(and(in(
an(effort(to(pull(our(young(people(back(in(we(try(to(attend(more(programs;(we(make(our(
young(people(attend(more(programs;(we(read(more(books;(make(them(read(more(books;(go(
to(more(conferences;(go(to(more(seminars;(but(all(the(while,(our(connection(to(Jesus(stays(
stagnant.(Our(young(people(see(this(and(walk(away.(Can(we(blame(them?(

(
My(wife(had(back(surgery(two(years(ago(this(month.(Kind(of(a(scary(thing(for(me(as(a(

husband.(As(with(anything,(especially(something(big(like(that,(you(want(the(best.(After(
polling(several(people(one(name(rose(to(the(top(and(we(decided(that(was(the(person(we’d(
seek(out.(David(Kinnaman(in(his(book(You(Lost(Me,(writes:(“We(want(a(surgeon(who(has(
more(than(a(belief(in(or(commitment(to(medicine.(We(want(a(surgeon(with(knowledge(and(
experience(in(surgery.”((127)(Our(young(people(are(not(finding(Christians(with(experience(
in(Jesus,(they’re(finding(people(who(believe(in(religion(and(people(who(have(a(commitment(
to(religion.(Kinnaman(writes(in(another(book,(UnChristian:(“A(faith(that(does(not(effectively(
address(convoluted(and(thorny(issues(seems(out(of(tune(with(a(generation(asking(big(
questions(and(expressing(candid(doubts.(Spirituality(that(is(merely(focused(on(dos(and(
don’ts(rings(hollow.”((126)(If(we(want(our(young(people(to(value(Jesus,(then(WE(need(to(
talk(with(him.(We(need(to(know(how(he(intersects(in(our(thorny(issues(before(we(can(tell(
others(how(he(intersects(in(their(life.(

(



A(week(or(two(ago(I(was(trying(to(motivate(myself(to(get(out(of(bed.(I(decided(I(
would(turn(on(some(music.(I(grabbed(my(phone(sitting(by(the(bed(and(went(to(play(music.(
Before(I(got(to(my(own(library(of(music,(I(noticed(a(different(screen.(Intrigued(I(navigated(to(
the(stream(and(started(playing(an(Americana(playlist.(It(pulls(up(all(manner(of(bands(that(
are(categorized(as(this(style(of(music(and(puts(them(in(a(playlist.(There(were(some(great(
bands(and(great(tracks(that(I(heard,(but(early(on,(one(caught(my(attention.(Great(music.(
Great(harmonies.(Well(written.(I(was(hooked.(I(sought(out(more(of(their(library(and(
consumed(as(much(as(I(could.(

(
I(started(researching(to(find(out(more(about(this(band.(The(wife(of(the(lead(singer(

was(injured(in(a(horseback(riding(accident(and(suffered(temporary(paralysis.(During(the(
challenging(time(he(kept(a(journal(and(at(the(urging(of(friends,(learned(how(to(play(the(
guitar(and(turned(his(journal(entries(into(music.(The(band(is(comprised(of(3(members.(They(
have(two(albums(out.(They’re(based(in(New(York.((

(
I(didn’t(fall(in(love(with(this(band(because(I(researched(it(and(heard(the(story(and(

decided(it(was(worth(a(listen.(I(fell(in(love(with(this(band(because(I(experienced(it.(And(I(
have(shared(this(band(with(my(friends.(And(now,(my(friends(are(excited(about(them(too(
and(becoming(fans.(I(don’t(think(our(young(people(walking(away(from(faith(is(the(problem,(
I(think(it’s(a(symptom.(The(problem(is(that(we(have(passed(along(a(weak(faith,(one(that(has(
the(form(but(lacks(the(power.(If(we(want(our(young(people(to(fall(in(love(with(Jesus,(WE(
need(to(experience(him.(If(we(want(to(change(the(course(of(our(young(people’s(lives,(WE(
need(to(talk(with(Jesus.((

(
In(the(moments(before(Jesus(was(turned(over(to(the(authorities(en(route(to(his(death,(

he(prayed.(John(17(records(this(beautiful(prayer.(In(it(Jesus(prays(for(his(disciples(and(for(
any(who(will(ever(believe(in(him.(His(theme(was(for(unity(amongst(all(these(groups,(and(
says(in(verse(21(that(the(believers(relationship(to(Jesus(is(what(will(bring(others(to(belief(in(
Jesus.(Kenda(Creasy(Dean(in(her(book(Almost(Christian(says(“awakening(faith(does(not(
depend(on(how(hard(we(press(young(people(to(love(God,(but(on(how(much(we(show(them(
that(we(do.”(

(
So(who(is(this(we?(Perhaps(you’re(single(and(thinking,(“this(is(a(parent(problem.(

What(can(I(do?”(Grow(your(faith(now.(Talk(to(Jesus.(The(habits(you(form(now(are(the(habits(
you’ll(have(when(you’re(a(parent.(“Oh,(but(I’m(single(with(no(intention(of(having(children.”(
Great.(Talk(to(Jesus.(The(habits(you(form(now(will(be(the(habits(you’ll(pass(on(to(others(in(
this(community.(“Oh,(but(we’re(empty(nesters.”(Great.(Talk(to(Jesus.(What(do(you(want(to(
pass(on(to(your(grandchildren?(“Oh,(but…”(I(think(you(see(where(I’m(going(with(this.(By(
virtue(of(the(fact(that(you(are(listening(to(this,(you(are(a(part(of(this(community(in(some(
capacity.(Your(faith(will(have(a(direct(impact(on(the(others(in(this(community.(Regardless(of(
where(you(are(in(life,(talk(to(Jesus.((

(
We’re(going(to(start(talking(to(him(right(now.(I’m(going(to(stop(talking(and(let(you(

talk(to(Jesus(for(the(next(minute.(Talk(to(Jesus.(


